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About This Game

Dean Daimon

Dean Daimon is a side scrolling action game. You control your bike and drive your way through hordes of enemies in
order to reach your destination alive. You will start with a simple pistol. Blow up stuff to collect cash to upgrade your

weapons. Just press space (pause) to access the store to buy new guns!

Enemy will try to attack and destroy you. Fight them! When its getting to difficult, avoid the enemy bullets by hiding behind
other vehicules.

Control your bike with wsad or arrow keys.
Aim and shoot with your mouse.

Pause the game with the spacebar.
You can switch weapons pressing the key from 1 to 6.
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STORY :

Dean Kirost, once a corporate executive, is scapegoated and expunged by the corrupt corporate leaders, and is now a fugitive.
Not giving up, he resorts to violence to free himself from the clutches of the authorities. Play as Dean and ride your bike, the

Daimon, through the highway.
Defend yourself by destroying the cops with deadly accuracy who are trying to kill you! Buy powerful weapons to help you

defeat wave after wave of enemies, and win!
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Title: Dean Daimon
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Josh Tam Universe
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 
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I'd say that a dollar is a fair amount to pay for this game. There isn't very much content, but the game itself is a fun challenge. I
would love to see a future update bring in some variety to this game, as i think there is a lot of room to grow. Maybe different
maps, bosses, and upgrades? i don't know. Although It is pretty difficult to get a lot of money in this game without dying, it is
very entertaining to try.. This game is very simple bike 2d shooter, but still somewhy very addictive. It is also challenging and
not very easy game. I hope that game will progress in future and maybe somekind other enemies added, like some boss style if
there yet aren't. I like also that there are different weapons. In this style and this price I only can recommend this. I'd say that a
dollar is a fair amount to pay for this game. There isn't very much content, but the game itself is a fun challenge. I would love to
see a future update bring in some variety to this game, as i think there is a lot of room to grow. Maybe different maps, bosses,
and upgrades? i don't know. Although It is pretty difficult to get a lot of money in this game without dying, it is very
entertaining to try.. This game is very simple bike 2d shooter, but still somewhy very addictive. It is also challenging and not
very easy game. I hope that game will progress in future and maybe somekind other enemies added, like some boss style if there
yet aren't. I like also that there are different weapons. In this style and this price I only can recommend this
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